
CBM BASED GOAL STATEMENTS 
 

 

Reading 

 

Given a reading fluency passage at the _ level, _ will read _ correct words per minute. 

 

Given a reading fluency passage at the _ level, _ will read _ correct words per minute 

with a _% accuracy rate.  

 

Given a maze comprehension task at the _ level, _ will receive a score of _, which falls at 

the _ percentile. 

 

When administered the Easy CBM comprehension assessment at the _ grade level, _ will 

earn a score of at least _, which corresponds to the _ percentile.  

 

On a _ grade word reading assessment, _ will read _ correct words per minute.  

 

On an assessment of letter sound fluency, _ will identify _ correct sounds per minute.   

 

On an assessment of letter naming fluency, _ will identify _ correct letters per minute.  

 

 

Math 

   

Given the _ grade South Lane School District Mathematics CBM, _ will earn a raw score 

of _, corresponding to the _ percentile.   

 

On the _ grade Easy CBM math assessment, _ will earn a score of _, corresponding to the 

_ percentile.   

 

 

Writing 

 

Using the South Lane School District Writing CBM, _ will produce _ total words, which 

corresponds to the _ percentile. 

 

Using the South Lane School District Writing CBM, _ will produce _ correct word 

sequences, which corresponds to the _ percentile. 

 

Using the South Lane School District Writing CBM, _ will earn an accuracy score of _ 

(correct words sequences / total words written), which corresponds to the _ percentile. 

 

 

 

 



Other Reading Comprehension related goals 

 

Given signals, _ will immediately locate and correct errors that violate meaning made in 

oral reading. The signals may be given after words, phrases, sentences or paragraphs 

(95% accuracy). *See assisted self-monitoring info below 

 

Given passages at the _ grade level, _ will not make, or will spontaneously correct, errors 

in reading that violate meaning (no more than 5% uncorrected errors). 

 

Given passages at the _ grade level, _ will, upon encountering difficult material, employ 

one or more of the following tactics (90%). 

- Reread 

- Adjust rate 

- Request assistance 

- Recognize what information is required 

 

Given passages at the _ grade level, _ will identify (by underlining, highlighting or 

crossing out) material related to one or more of the following specified categories (100% 

accuracy). 

- Main idea 

- Relevant information 

- Irrelevant information 

- Characters 

- Descriptions 

- Actions 

- Conflicts  

- Resolutions 

 

Given a series of passages at the _ grade level, _ will make predictions about each 

upcoming passage that reflect a logical extension of the previously read material (95% 

accuracy) 

  

 

 

* Assisted self-monitoring 

Tell the student, “I want you to read this passage. Whenever you make an error, 

I’m going to tap the table with my pen. When I tap, I want you to fix the error.”  



Alternative CBM methods for scoring student writing 
 

Semantic Maturity/Vocabulary 
 

Method 1: 

 

- Count the number of words (w) 

 

- Count the number of words longer than seven letters (7+) 

 

- Calculate the proportion of large words using the formula:   

 

7+ / w 

 

 

Method 2: 

 

- Count the number of words not found on a list of common, frequently used words 

= Nf 

 

- Calculate the proportion of “not found” words using the formula: 

 

Nf / w (proportion of “uncommon” words) 

 

Method 3: 

 

- Calculate the number of repeated words = R 

 

- Calculate the proportion of unrepeated words using formula: 

 

1 – (R/w) x 100 

 


